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Written by a professional metal spinning artisan with twenty five years' experience in the art, design

and automobile aftermarket fields. This is the perfect workshop companion for anyone interested in

learning this 3,000 year old craft. Topics include safety issues, tools and equipment setups,

chuckmaking and metals for spinning. Projects include bowl shapes in three different heights,

spheres, bezels, trumpeted shapes and straight-sided work. An entire chapter is devoted to making

a three piece copper top section of a large post lantern, which illustrates some advanced techniques

of spinning. With it's high-tech binding and over 150 clear b&w photos printed on heavy stock, this is

one rugged book.
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I didn't look at the page count before I bought it but its a lot smaller than what I thought it would be

(72pg). The information is nice but not very in depth, nothing you can't find with a quick search on

the internet (except maybe the two projects in the back, but I haven't tried looking up projects

before.) I feel they should have gone a bit more in depth into how to make tools of different types

and uses beyond the three basics, which even then they only give you a picture and say grind to

shape and polish without giving you any geometry of the tool. It also could have benefited from a

section on how to fabricate a tool post to fit on a metal and/or wood lathe rather than just show a

few pictures of one, it doesn't even get much of a mention in the tools section (three sentences.)

There are better resources out there for newbies and a few forums that can help you get started. I'd

suggest spending your money on equipment or materials instead.

I bought this book in hopes of getting some ideas on spinning. It helped me.



The very best book on Metal Spinning, it covers many tricks and ideas that could only come from

years and years of experience. I got stuck on one point, wrote the author and he responded

immediately.If you plan on metal spinning, you HAVE to have this book.

generally a well set out and planned book, easy to read. Why was I charged postage individually on

the two items in the one cart????

Interesting craft, good book to see how it is done.

A well illustrated guide.

Very informative book. Still haven't gotten the hang of it, but the book helps. Great info on making

spinning tools.

Purchased this for my husband who is just getting interested in metal spinning. Delivery was prompt

and in excellent condition. The contents were as he expected.
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